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Abstract:  This paper discusses the theory and practice of the results-oriented evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster 
Talent.Firstly,this paper expounds the connotation of the principle of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent and its importance in 
education,and then deeply discusses the origin of the results-oriented education concept,its core value and its application in educa-
tional evaluation.Then,the paper discusses the construction of evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent,including 
its construction principles,key elements and the framework design of results-oriented evaluation system.
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Introduction:
In the educational environment of the 21st century,people have new understanding and requirements on the goal,content and 

mode of education.The principle of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent is increasingly regarded as the core task of education,and 
the results orientation is an important concept to evaluate the eff ect of education.However,how to embody the two in the actual 
educational evaluation,especially how to build and implement the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent based on 
results orientation,is a problem that has not been completely solved.

1. The Outline of the Principles of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent
1.1  Analysis of the connotation of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent

Nurture Morality and Foster Talent refers to the educational concept based on virtue and aimed at cultivating people.It emphasizes 
the all-round development of people,including the all-round development of morality,intelligence,physique,aesthetic and other 
aspects.It is a kind of people-oriented education concept,emphasizing on the value and dignity of human.In this concept,morality is the 
foundation,cultivating people is the goal,and the all-round development of morality,intelligence,physique and aesthetic is the way[1].
This concept of education emphasizes the cultivation of virtuous citizens,people with a sense of morality and social responsibility.
Education not only requires students to master knowledge,but also emphasizes that through education,students can form good moral 
qualities to improve their moral cultivation,and cultivate their sense of social responsibility.This requires educators to pay attention 
to the cultivation of students’knowledge and skills as well as their moral qualities in the process of teaching and educating people.

1.2  The importance of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent
The importance of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent is fi rst refl ected in its necessity for cultivating socialist successors.Socialist 

successors should possess fi rm ideals and beliefs,noble moral qualities,good scientifi c and cultural literacy,and a healthy physique.
Nurture Morality and Foster Talent emphasizes the comprehensive and organic cultivation of these four aspects in the education 
process,especially in the moral education process.Nurture Morality and Foster Talent is of great guiding signifi cance for solving 
the problems in current education,such as the low moral quality of students,the formalization and exam-oriented moral education.
The implementation of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent can help students form correct values,cultivate their moral feelings and 
moral will,improve their moral quality,and make them become citizens with social responsibility.The implementation of Nurture 
Morality and Foster Talent can promote the reform of education and teaching methods,make education pay more attention to 
students’subjectivity,emphasize on the process and the eff ectiveness of education.
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2.  Discussion on the Concept of Results-oriented Education
2.1  The origin of results-oriented education concept

Since the beginning of the new century,the concept of results-oriented education has gradually been widely recognized and applied 
in the world’s education circles.Especially in our country,with the further advancement of education and teaching reform,people 
have come to realize more and more that the goal of education should be to cultivate students’comprehensive quality and practical 
ability,not just to impart knowledge.Therefore,the concept of results-oriented education has been more and more widely accepted and 
applied.The core value of the results-oriented education concept is that it shifts the focus of education from teachers’teaching behavior 
to students’learning outcomes,from the teaching process to the teaching effect.This can not only reflect students’learning effect more 
truly and comprehensively,but also promote education and teaching reform and improve the quality and efficiency of education and 
teaching.

2.2  Application of results-oriented concept in educational evaluation
Under the guidance of the results-oriented educational concept,the goal of educational evaluation is to evaluate 

students’learning outcomes,including students’knowledge mastery,skills mastery and quality development.In practice,results-
oriented educational evaluation usually adopts diversified evaluation methods,including traditional written test,oral test,project 
evaluation,practice evaluation,peer evaluation,self-evaluation and so on.These diversified evaluation methods can evaluate 
students’learning results comprehensively and accurately and promote students’all-round development.At the same time,this 
kind of evaluation can also encourage students to actively participate in learning and improve their learning enthusiasm and 
initiative.

3.  The Construction of the Evaluation System of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent
3.1  The construction principles of the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent

To construct the Evaluation System of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent should follow the principle of comprehensiveness,that 
is,the evaluation system should comprehensively cover students’moral education,intellectual education,physical education,aesthetic 
education,and other aspects,and cannot unilaterally emphasize or ignore any of them.In addition,the evaluation system also needs to 
comply with the laws of education and teaching as well as the laws of student development,namely the principle of scientificity,in 
order to ensure the effectiveness and credibility of the evaluation results.

At the same time,the principle of impartiality is also one of the key principles to construct the evaluation system.it Comprehensively 
cover students’morality,intelligence,physique,aesthetic and other aspects of development.Clear,specific and operable evaluation 
criteria are also one of the key elements,which is the core of the evaluation system and determines the fairness and scientificity of 
the evaluation.Finally,timely and accurate evaluation feedback can provide information for teaching,provide basis for improving 
teaching,and help students understand their own learning situation,so as to adjust their learning strategies.The result standard sets the 
development standard of students’morality,intelligence,physique,aesthetic,and provides the basis for evaluation.The result feedback 
is to feedback the evaluation results to students and teachers,adjust the teaching,guide students’learning,and further optimize the 
education and teaching process.

4.  The Implementation Strategy of the Evaluation System of Nurture Morality and 
Foster Talent based on Results Orientation
4.1  Establish results-oriented educational goals

In the implementation of the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent,the first step is to establish the result-
oriented educational objectives.The goal of results-oriented education means that it is centered on the final learning outcomes of 
students,that is,the knowledge,skills and attitudes that they need to master and understand,rather than just the completion of specific 
course content.Therefore,this step requires the educator to think carefully about the educational goals.These goals should clearly state 
the level and ability that students need to achieve,so that teachers,students and parents can understand the specific content of the goals.
Therefore,this step requires the educator to think carefully about the educational goals.These goals should clearly state the level and 
ability that students need to achieve,so that teachers,students and parents can understand the specific content of the goals.The clarity 
can help teachers better plan their teaching activities,and it can also give students a clear idea of what they need to do and how to 
achieve those goals.In this way,a coherent system is formed between educational objectives,teaching and evaluation to improve the 
effectiveness of education”.
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4.2  Implement diversified and practical teaching methods
In the process of carrying out the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent,it is of great significance to carry out 

diversified and practical teaching methods.The diversity can not only mobilize students’interest in learning,but also provide a variety 
of perspectives,allowing students to understand and think about problems from different angles.

Teachers can design various practical activities so that students can learn and apply knowledge in practice.When implementing a 
diversified,practical approach to teaching,teachers need to fully consider students’individual differences and learning styles.Different 
students may be suited to different learning styles,so teachers need to be flexible in adapting teaching strategies to meet the learning 
needs of all students.In addition,teachers should also encourage students to participate in the teaching process to improve their 
initiative and autonomy in learning.

4.3  Establish a comprehensive and objective evaluation index
Comprehensive evaluation indicators need to cover all important student learning outcomes.This includes knowledge mastery,skill 

application,thinking ability,emotional attitude and other aspects[5].For example,the evaluation of knowledge mastery may include a 
test of what the student understands and remembers;The evaluation of skill application includes observing students’ability to solve 
problems and execute tasks;The evaluation of emotional attitudes may include the evaluation of students’values and attitudes.
Comprehensive evaluation can provide an accurate picture of students’overall learning outcomes,so as to help teachers better 
understand and support students’learning,and ensure the fairness and consistency of evaluation results.

4.4  Adjust educational strategies through evaluation feedback
In the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent based on Results Orientation,it is a crucial part using evaluation 

feedback to adjust educational strategies.Because the evaluation feedback not only provides teachers with detailed information about 
students’learning situation,but also enables teachers to adjust teaching methods to improve teaching quality and students’learning 
effect.

Teachers can also adjust their teaching strategies according to the evaluation feedback.For example,if the evaluation feedback 
shows that the current teaching method is not effective in helping students acquire knowledge,the teacher may try to use other teaching 
methods,such as case teaching,group discussion,field trips,etc.Similarly,if the evaluation feedback shows that students respond 
strongly to a teaching activity,the teacher can use the activity more in future teaching.

Conclusion:
Through an overview of the Principles of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent,a discussion of the concept of results-oriented 

education,the construction of the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent,and a discussion of the implementation 
strategies of the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent based on Results Orientation,this study provides a deep 
understanding of the theoretical connotation and implementation methods of the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and 
Foster Talent based on Results Orientation.The results indicate that the evaluation system of Nurture Morality and Foster Talent 
can effectively promote the quality and effectiveness of education,The results show that the results-oriented evaluation system can 
effectively promote the quality and effect of education,and is conducive to cultivating socialist builders with all-round development 
of morality,intelligence,physique,aesthetic.
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